
The **Statistics major** in the **Mathematical Statistics track** requires students to take 4 **statistics electives** (courses) beyond the 10 core courses and one must be MATH:3770. The 3 other electives could be fulfilled with STAT:4100, STAT:4101, and STAT:6560 (4 stat electives shown with a red box above). If math-stat majors use STAT:4100 and STAT:4101 as part of their core courses, then they cannot also use these as stat electives.

The **LDA certificate** requires 21 s.h. and no more than 6 s.h. can cross-count toward the BS and the certificate. Above, the cross-count courses are chosen to be STAT:2010 and STAT:3200. The remaining courses for the 21 s.h. are shown with a blue box above.